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Innovation Sulzer MIXPAC™ Colibri: Easier impression taking and cementing of core build-ups with difficult access

Haag (CH), Sao Paolo (BR). Sulzer will be showcasing the flexible and fully rotating (360°) MIXPAC™ Colibri mixing tip, which facilitates impression taking and cementing of core build-ups with difficult access, at the CIOSP Congress in São Paulo. Sulzer continues to score in its fight against plagiarism.

Sulzer Mixpac, a business unit of Sulzer Ltd., a worldwide leading manufacturer and supplier of products and services for liquid application and mixing technology, will launch the MIXPAC™ Colibri at the Congresso Internacional de Odontologia de São Paulo (CIOSP, 1.–4. February 2017). The new mixing tip provides users with major advantages, particularly in regions with difficult access: the integrated needle of the cannula is flexible and can be rotated through 360° - whilst retaining its internal diameter - which simplifies precise application of the core build-up material.

Trendsetters MIXPAC™ T-Mixer and Colibri
The static MIXPAC™ mixing tips for reactive 2-component materials have made a name for themselves worldwide owing to their Swiss quality. "The MIXPAC™ T-Mixer is based on the latest mixing technology and is one of our core products due to its advanced technology. It allows savings in materials of up to 40 %. It is shorter than comparable models and its innovative mixing design delivers homogenous mixing results, which in turn improves application reliability", summarizes Martina Strasser, Global Head Sales Healthcare at Sulzer Mixpac. The T-Mixer product range has currently been extended by a blue mixing tip for the precise application of core build-up material. The flexible mixing tip MIXPAC™ Colibri which can be rotated through 360°, facilitates work, for example, for impression taking and cementing of core build-ups. "It is a major advantage for users, particularly in areas with difficult access, if the integrated needle of the mixing tip is flexible and can be rotated through 360° - while retaining a constant inner diameter - for example when applying root canal fillings, impression materials and cements", explains Martina Strasser.

Information campaign pro quality
The company continues to fight plagiarism - for the benefit of patients and dentists. "Thanks to our information campaign, dentists and medical buyers are increasingly becoming aware of the risks and drawbacks associated with copied products," explains Martina Strasser and adds: "This not only concerns the safety of patients but also the reputation of the dentist – it does not pay to jeopardize one's reputation for such marginal savings." Only recently, Sulzer obtained a Court order according to which certain colored dental mixing tips presented by DXM CO. LTD. and Dentazon Corp. at the GNYDM, infringed Sulzer's trademarks. A new label in the protected Sulzer "Candy Colors" is intended to additionally simplify the recognition factor of the originals. The yellow color and the shape of the intraoral tips are also Sulzer Mixpac trademarks and serve as safety characteristics for dentists. Alone in 2015, the
dental manufacturer supplied its customers with a total of two billion plastic components -
dosing, mixing and dispensing systems for single and multi-component materials.

Sulzer Mixpac Ltd is a world leading manufacturer and supplier of products and services for liquid application and mixing technology. Our customers benefit from advanced solutions in the field of precise applications as well as one- and two-component mixing and dispensing systems. Our global network ensures local knowledge and competence. As part of the Applicator Systems division within the Sulzer Group, Sulzer Mixpac Ltd can draw on a strong international network. The head office is located in Switzerland.

Our market focus is on mixing and dispensing systems for the adhesives and dental markets, precise application systems for liquid color cosmetics and beauty accessories as well as one- and two-component applications systems for healthcare markets.
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